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A precise measurement of the cross section for the process eþe ! KþKðÞ from threshold to an
energy of 5 GeV is obtained with the initial-state radiation (ISR) method using 232 fb1 of data collected
with the BABAR detector at eþe center-of-mass energies near 10.6 GeV. The measurement uses the
effective ISR luminosity determined from the eþe ! þðÞISR process with the same data set.
The corresponding lowest-order contribution to the hadronic vacuum polarization term in the muon
magnetic anomaly is found to be aKK;LO ¼ ð22:93 0:18stat  0:22systÞ  1010. The charged kaon form
factor is extracted and compared to previous results. Its magnitude at large energy significantly exceeds
the asymptotic QCD prediction, while the measured slope is consistent with the prediction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.032013 PACS numbers: 13.40.Em, 13.60.Hb, 13.66.Bc, 13.66.Jn
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the eþe ! KþKðÞ cross sec-
tion presented in this paper takes place in the context of a
precision measurement of R ¼ ðeþe ! hadronsÞ=
ðeþe ! þÞ at low energy. Integrals involving R
enter the calculations of the hadronic contribution to vac-
uum polarization (VP). Uncertainties on VP are a limiting
factor in precise comparisons of data with the Standard
Model expectations, such as the value of the muon mag-
netic moment anomaly a. The analysis makes use of
several data-driven techniques to measure efficiencies
and constrain systematic uncertainties below the 1% level.
Accurate parameters for the  resonance are determined
and the charged kaon form factor is extracted for the first
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time in a large energy range, from the KþK production
threshold to 5 GeV.
Unlike previous measurements, which were performed
through energy scans, the present analysis uses the initial-
state radiation (ISR) method [1–4]. The eþe !
KþKðÞ cross section at the reduced energy ﬃﬃﬃﬃs0p is
deduced from the measured spectrum of eþe !
KþKðÞISR events produced at the center-of-mass
(c.m.) energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p
. The reduced energy is related to the
energy E of the ISR photon in the eþe c.m. frame by
s0 ¼ sð1 2E=
ﬃﬃ
s
p Þ, and it is equal to the massmKK of the
hadronic final state, or mKK if an additional photon
from final-state radiation (FSR) has been emitted.
The cross section for the process eþe ! KþKðÞ is
related to the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
spectrum of eþe ! KþKðÞISR
events through
dNKþKðÞISR
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p ¼ dL
eff
ISR
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p "KKð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
Þ0KKðÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
Þ; (1)
where dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is the effective ISR luminosity, "KK is
the full acceptance for the event sample, and 0KKðÞ is the
‘‘bare’’ cross section for the process eþe ! KþKðÞ
(including final-state radiative effects), from which the
leptonic and hadronic vacuum-polarization contributions
are excluded. In contrast to most measurements based on
the ISR method, the effective ISR luminosity does not rely
on the theoretical radiator function [1–4], which describes
the probability to emit an ISR photon of energy E in a
given angular acceptance, or on the external measurement
of the data luminosity. Instead, the effective ISR luminos-
ity is determined from the measurement of the eþe !
þðÞISR spectrum with the same data sample,
through a relation similar to Eq. (1) where the eþe !
þ cross section is given by QED. In this manner
several systematic uncertainties cancel. In particular, the
cross section measurement is mostly insensitive to higher-
order ISR corrections and other theoretical uncertainties
that affect the kaon and muon channels equally. The
method used in this analysis has been developed for the
precision measurement of the eþe ! þðÞ cross
section and is expounded in Ref. [5].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
describe the data samples used in the analysis and the event
selection. In Sec. III, selection efficiencies and the corre-
sponding corrections based on differences between data
and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation are presented.
Section IV describes backgrounds. Section V is dedicated
to the unfolding of the mass spectrum, while Sec. VI
describes the acceptance corrections applied to the cross
section. Finally, Sec. VII reports the results for the cross
section and kaon form factor from threshold to 5 GeV,
and includes the KþK contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon.
II. SAMPLES AND EVENT SELECTION
Signal events are characterized by two charged-particle
tracks and a high-energy photon, all required to lie within
the detector acceptance. In addition, in order to control
the overall efficiency to high precision, it is found neces-
sary to include higher-order radiation. The next-to-
leading order (NLO) is sufficient to reach accuracies of
103, so the analysis considers KK as well as KK
final states, where the additional photon can be either ISR
or FSR.
The data were produced at the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory at the PEP-II eþe collider, oper-
ated at and 40MeV below the peak of theð4SÞ resonance,ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 10:58 GeV. The analysis is based on 232 fb1 of
data collected with the BABAR detector, described in detail
in Ref. [6]. Charged-particle tracks are measured with a
five-layer double-sided silicon vertex tracker (SVT)
together with a 40-layer drift chamber (DCH), both inside
a 1.5 T superconducting solenoid magnet. Photons are
assumed to originate from the primary vertex defined by
the charged tracks of the event, and their energy and
position are measured in a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calo-
rimeter (EMC). Charged-particle identification (PID) uses
the ionization energy loss (dE=dx) in the SVT and DCH,
the Cherenkov radiation detected in a ring-imaging device
(DIRC), the shower energy deposit in the EMC (Ecal), and
the shower shape in the instrumented flux return (IFR) of
the magnet. The IFR system is composed of modules of
resistive-plate chambers interspaced with iron slabs,
arranged in a layout with a barrel and two endcaps.
Signal and background ISR processes are simulated with
the AFKQED event generator based on Ref. [7]. The signal
KKðÞISR sample corresponds to about 30 times the
integrated luminosity of the data. The main ISR photon,
ISR, is generated within the angular range [

min ¼ 20,
max ¼ 160] in the c.m. system,1 wider than the geomet-
rical acceptance of the detector. Additional radiation from
the initial state is generated with the structure function
method [8] in the collinear approximation, while additional
final-state photons are generated with the PHOTOS [9]
program. A minimum-mass requirement mKþKISR >
8 GeV=c2, applied at generation, limits the emission of a
second hard photon in simulation. Background processes
eþe ! q q (q ¼ u, d, s, c) are generated with the JETSET
[10] generator, and eþe ! þ with the KORALB [11]
program. The response of the BABAR detector is simulated
using the GEANT4 [12] package. In addition, since the
additional ISR generated by AFKQED is inadequate,
large samples of MC events at the four-momentum level,
dedicated to specific ISR studies, are produced with the
nearly-exact NLO PHOKHARA [13] generator.
1Unless otherwise stated, starred quantities are measured in
the eþe c.m. and un-starred quantities in the laboratory.
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A. Topological selection
Two-charged-particle ISR events are selected by requir-
ing a photon with an energy E > 3 GeV in the eþe c.m.
and laboratory polar angle with respect to the e beam in
the range [0.35–2.4] rad, and exactly two tracks of opposite
charge, each with momentum p > 1 GeV=c and within the
angular range [0.40–2.45] rad. If more than one photon is
detected, the ISR photon is assumed to be the candidate
with the highest E. The charged-particle tracks are
required to have at least 15 hits in the DCH, to originate
within 5 mm of the collision axis (distance of closest
approach docaxy < 5 mm) and within 6 cm from the
beam spot along the beam direction (jzj< 6 cm), and
to extrapolate to the DIRC and IFR active areas, in order
to exclude low-efficiency regions. Events can be accom-
panied by any number of reconstructed tracks not satisfy-
ing the above criteria, and any number of additional
photons. To ensure a rough momentum balance at the
preselection level (hereafter called ‘‘preselection cut’’),
the ISR photon is required to lie within 0.3 rad of the
missing momentum of all the tracks (or of the tracks plus
the other photons).
B. Kaon identification
To select KK candidates, the two tracks are required to
be identified as kaons. Kaon identification (K-ID) proceeds
from an optimization between efficiency and misidentifi-
cation of particles of other types ðe;;; pÞ as kaons.
Electron contamination is strongly reduced by a criterion
based on a combination of Ecal and dE=dx. In addition,
kaons are positively selected through a likelihood estima-
tor L based on the dE=dx in the DCH and SVT and on the
Cherenkov angle in the DIRC. Tracks whose number of
associated photons in the DIRC is not sufficient to define a
Cherenkov ring (NDIRC < 3) are rejected. Pions and pro-
tons are rejected through selection criteria on likelihood
ratios: LK=ðLK þLÞ> 0:9 and LK=ðLK þLpÞ> 0:2,
respectively. Kaons are further required to fail muon iden-
tification. To maximize the K-ID efficiency, the veto
against the muon background relies on a tight muon selec-
tor, where muons are identified by an energy deposit in the
EMC consistent with a minimum ionizing particle (MIP),
and topological requirements in the IFR (penetration, num-
ber of hits, and shower width). AK-ID efficiency of 80% is
achieved. The probabilities to misidentify a muon or pion
as a kaon are below 10% and are measured in the data, as
described in Sec. III C 2. The proton misidentification
probability is 5% or less and is taken from simulation.
C. ISR kinematic fit with an additional photon
Following the method described in Ref. [5] for the
analysis of the  and  processes, the event defini-
tion is enlarged to include the radiation of one photon
in addition to the already required ISR photon. Two
kinematic fits to the eþe ! KKðÞISR hypothesis are
performed:
(i) If an additional photon is detected in the EMC with
energy E > 20 MeV, its energy and angles are used
in a three-constraint fit. We call this an ‘‘FSR’’ fit,
although the extra photon can be either from FSR or
from ISR at large angle. In case multiple extra
photons are detected, the FSR fit is performed using
each photon in turn and the fit with the smallest 2FSR
is retained.
(ii) For every event, an additional photon from ISR at
small angle is assumed to be emitted along either
the eþ or the e beam direction. The corresponding
so-called two-constraint ISR fit ignores additional
photons measured in the EMC and returns the
energy E add ISR of the fitted collinear ISR photon.
In both cases, the constrained fit uses the measured ISR
direction, and momenta and angles of the two tracks, along
with their covariance matrix, to solve the four-momentum
conservation equations. The kaon mass is assumed for the
two charged particles. The energy of the primary ISR
photon is not used in either fit. Each event is characterized
by the 2 values of the two kinematic fits, except for the
12.5% of the candidates with no extra measured photons,
for which only the 2 from the ISR fit (2ISR) is available.
The KþK invariant mass mKK is obtained using the
fitted parameters of the two kaons from the ISR fit if
2ISR <
2
FSR, and from the FSR fit in the reverse case.
Most events appear at small values of both 2ISR and
2FSR, as shown on the two-dimensional 
2 distribution
(Fig. 1), but the tails along the axes clearly indicate events
with additional radiation: small-angle ISR along the 2FSR
axis (with large fitted photon energies at large values of
2FSR), and FSR or large-angle ISR along the 
2
ISR axis
(with large measured photon energies at large values of
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FIG. 1 (color online). The two-dimensional 2 distribution for
the KKðÞISR data sample in the ½0:98–5 GeV=c2 range of the
fitted KK mass, where different interesting regions are defined.
The line labeled ‘‘no add. photon’’ corresponds to events with no
detected additional photon, which are characterized by the 2ISR
value only.
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2ISR). Events along the diagonal do not satisfy either
hypothesis and result from either the finite resolution
of the kaon-track measurement or the direction of the
primary ISR photon, or possibly from additional radiation
of more than one photon. Events affected by secondary
interactions also lie along the diagonal. Multibody back-
ground is expected to populate the region where both 2
are large, and, consequently, a background (‘‘BG’’) region
is defined in the two-dimensional 2 plane, as indicated
in Fig. 1.
For the cross section measurement, the KKðÞISR
candidates are required to satisfy a ‘‘tight’’ selection
ln ð2ISR þ 1Þ< 3. In order to study efficiencies, back-
grounds and mass resolution, we define a ‘‘loose’’ selec-
tion, given by the full two-dimensional 2 plane except for
the BG-labeled region. We refer to the region within the
loose selection but excluded by the tight selection as the
‘‘intermediate’’ region.
D. Raw mass spectrum and angular distribution
in the KþK frame
Figure 2 shows the KþK mass spectrum measured in
the data with the tight 2 selection, without background
subtraction or correction for acceptance. The spectrum
exhibits distinct features. Besides the prominent  reso-
nance at 1:02 GeV=c2, other structures are visible in the
½1:6–2:5 GeV=c2 mass region, as well as signals at the
J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances. These features are examined
in Sec. VII.
Since the background is small in the  region, as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV, one can readily verify that the angular
distribution in the KK center-of-mass frame behaves as
expected for a decaying vector-particle with helicity one.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of the cosine of the angle
trk between the ISR photon and the charged tracks in the
KK center-of-mass frame, for data and MC. The two
distributions are consistent with each other and follow
the expected sin 2trk shape.
III. EFFICIENCYAND DATA-MC CORRECTIONS
FOR DETECTOR SIMULATION
The mass-dependent overall acceptance "KK is deter-
mined with the full AFKQED plus GEANT4 simulation, with
corrections applied to account for observed differences
between data and MC. Through specific studies, we deter-
mine the ratios of the efficiencies "i obtained with the same
methods in data and simulation for the trigger, tracking,
PID, and 2 selection, and we apply them as mass-
dependent corrections to the measured mKK spectrum.
Corrections to the geometrical acceptance are treated sepa-
rately in Sec. VI, as most corrections cancel in the KKðÞ
cross section measurement using the effective luminosity
from ðÞISR data.
The event efficiency corrected for detector effects is thus
" ¼ "MC
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FIG. 2 (color online). The KþK invariant mass spectrum for the data sample, after the tight 2 selection:  mass region (left),
masses above m (right).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distributions of the absolute value of the
cosine of the angle between the ISR photon and the charged
tracks in the KK center-of-mass, for data (black points) and MC
(blue histogram). The KK mass range is from 1.01 to
1:03 GeV=c2. The MC is normalized to the number of events
in the data.
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The mass-dependent corrections Ci ¼ ð"datai ="MCi Þ are dis-
cussed below. Most trigger, tracking, and PID inefficien-
cies arise from a geometrical effect, namely the overlap of
the two tracks in the DCH, EMC, or IFR. To avoid
correlations between the Ci terms, the efficiencies are
determined sequentially, with minimal requirements on
the subsequent step. Trigger efficiency is measured on
enlarged signal samples selected without a requirement
on the actual number of reconstructed tracks. Tracking
efficiency is measured with events that have passed the
triggers. PID efficiencies and misidentification probabil-
ities are measured with two-track events. Biases associated
with the efficiency determination, which result from the
measurement method, are studied with MC and are nor-
malized to data through data-to-MC comparison of char-
acteristic distributions once the physics origin of the bias is
identified. Since the data sample in the  peak region is so
pure, efficiencies are measured in the restricted mass range
1:0<mKK < 1:05 GeV=c
2 and extrapolated to higher
mass regions, where large backgrounds preclude direct
measurements. Extrapolation is performed using the
KKðÞISR MC to sample the corrections Ci determined
in the restricted phase space as functions of the relevant
variables. Details of the procedure applied to determine
each Ci correction term are given below.
A. Trigger and filter efficiency corrections
Trigger and filter efficiencies are determined in data and
MC using complementary triggers. Several sets of criteria
(triggers) are applied to each of three levels—hardware
(L1), software (L3) and event filter (EF)—and the response
of each is recorded with the event. In addition, a prescaled
sample is retained regardless of whether any trigger is
satisfied. The efficiencies of all triggers can therefore be
cross calibrated with the others. These are all multipurpose
triggers common to BABAR, with none specifically
designed to retain two-track ISR events.
Events for the trigger studies are selected through the
one-constraint (1C) fit designed for tracking studies (see
below) applied to the one- or two-prong sample. The
‘‘primary’’ track is required to be identified as a kaon
with momentum p > 1 GeV=c, but otherwise minimal
requirements are imposed on track quality to avoid corre-
lations with the tracking efficiency measurement.
Inefficiencies of the hardware (L1) and software (L3)
triggers are found to be below 104 and ð3:5 0:2Þ%,
respectively, for data in the vicinity of the  peak. They
are well reproduced by simulation, and the deviation from
unity of the data/MC ratio for the L3 trigger efficiency is
found to be ð0:3 1:6Þ  103, with no significant
variation with mKK. The online event filter introduces an
inefficiency of ð1:2 0:1Þ  103 in data, slightly under-
estimated by MC; a correction of ð0:6 0:2Þ  103 is
applied. Biases on L3 and filter efficiency measurements
are observed in MC at a few per mil level. They are due to
pairs of noninteracting, minimum ionizing kaons, whose
tracks overlap both in the DCH and EMC. For such events,
the tracking-based triggers are degraded while, simulta-
neously, the triggers based on EMC deposits are enhanced.
The biases are calibrated with data using the fractions of
double-MIP deposits in the EMC. They are maximal at the
 mass due to the kinematics of the  resonance. The
related uncertainties on Ctrig are 0:7 103 under the 
peak and are extrapolated to about 0:5 103 at larger
masses. At threshold, the uncertainties related to the muon
background subtraction in the data sample dominate, and
the systematic error on Ctrig reaches 1:0 103.
B. Tracking efficiency correction
A 1C kinematic fit is used to selectKþKISR events for
tracking efficiency studies. The fit is performed on an
enlarged tracking sample that includes events with one or
two tracks. The fit uses as input only one kaon-identified
good track (called ‘‘primary’’) and the ISR photon, and the
momentum vector of the second kaon is predicted from
four-momentum conservation. The predicted kaon is
required to lie within the tracking acceptance. Only kine-
matically reconstructed KþK masses in the  resonance
region (1:00<mKK < 1:05 GeV=c
2) are selected in order
to reduce the non-kaon background in the tracking sample
to the 1% level.
The rate of in-acceptance predicted tracks that are
actually reconstructed in the tracking system, with a charge
opposite to that of the primary kaon, determines the kaon
tracking efficiency. The method yields the intrinsic track-
ing inefficiency, which is mostly due to interactions in the
detector material or kaon decays in flight. In addition to the
uncorrelated track loss, a local reduction of the individual
track efficiency is induced by the overlap of the tracks in
the DCH. The tracking efficiency as a function of the
signed angular difference between the positive and nega-
tive tracks in the transverse plane 	 ¼ þ  exhib-
its a dip at small positive values of 	 both in data and
MC, which is characteristic of track overlap. This effect
has been studied in detail in data and simulation for the
þ and þ final states [5]. The same features are
observed forKþK, although themass selection applied
to the kaon tracking sample precludes 	 from reaching
values larger than 0.15 rad.
Some difference between data andMC is observed in the
magnitude of the effect, as seen in Fig. 4. The 	 depen-
dence of the data/MC correction is fitted with the func-
tional form observed over the full 	 range for muons and
pions: besides a flat component due to the intrinsic ineffi-
ciency, a double Gaussian is used to describe the sharp
asymmetric structure related to the track overlap, located at
	  0:1 rad. As the magnitude of the overlap effect
varies with mass, studies of the peak inefficiency are
performed with MC on the kaon sample, and, in parallel,
on the muon (pion) samples of  () data and MC
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events. The general mass dependence of the peak ineffi-
ciency is similar for all two-track ISR channels: a maxi-
mum of about 1%–2% around the region of maximum
overlap, and a slow decrease to a plateau at higher masses.
In the muon sample, where efficiencies can be measured
both in data and MC over the full mass range, the data/MC
ratio of peak inefficiencies is found to be independent of
mass. This validates the extrapolation of the track overlap
effect in KK, measured at the  mass, to higher masses
according to the mass dependence of the peak inefficiency
in MC. The latter is obtained in wide mass ranges, and the
resulting Ctrack correction is shown in Fig. 5 as a function
of mass, where discontinuities reflect the statistical
fluctuations of the peak inefficiency values, and errors
are fully correlated within the wide mass bins. The correc-
tion increases from 3.0% at threshold to about 4.5% in the
 region, and it decreases to around 1.5% at high masses.
The probability of losing the two tracks in a correlated
way, also induced by the track overlap, and the probability
for having an extra reconstructed track, are found to be
well reproduced by MC in this analysis and small data/MC
differences of 0:8 103 and 1:2 103, respectively, are
included in the systematic uncertainties. Uncertainties on
the bias from the primary-track tagging induce a system-
atic error of 1:1 103. Together with the uncertainties on
the mass dependence of the overlap correction, the domi-
nant contribution to the systematic error is related to the
model used to describe the correction as a function of 	.
The total systematic uncertainty for the Ctrack correction is
smaller than 0.3% below 1:05 GeV=c2, increasing to about
1% at high mass.
C. Particle ID efficiency corrections
Separation of ISR two-body processes eþe !
xþxðÞISR (x ¼ e, , , K, p) from each other relies
on PID. The specific studies conducted to determine the
kaon-ID efficiency for data and MC, as well as the
! ‘K’ and ! ‘K’ misidentification probabilities, are
described below. Electron misidentification as a kaon is
negligible, as well as data/MC corrections for proton
misidentification.
1. K-ID efficiency
The method to determine the kaon-ID efficiencies makes
use of the two-body ISR sample itself, where one of the
produced charged particles is tagged as a kaon and the
identification of the second track is probed (‘‘tag-and-
probe’’ method). The PID sample is selected through 1C
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FIG. 5 (color online). The data/MC correction for the tracking efficiency as a function of mKK. The red error bars show the (small)
statistical errors from the sampling, whereas the blue ones show the total errors (including the errors from the fit). The figure on the
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kinematic fits to the eþe ! xþxISR hypotheses
(x ¼ , , K) that use only the two charged tracks, with
an assigned mass mx, as input. A requirement 
2
KK < 15 is
applied to strongly reduce the multihadronic background,
as well as a restriction 2KK < 
2
 to reduce the pion
contamination. The purity of the kaon-ID sample is further
enhanced by requiring the fitted mKK mass to lie in the 
resonance region. The purity achieved is ð99:0 0:1Þ%,
determined from a fit of the mKK distribution in data, with
 signal and background shapes taken from MC.
As the efficiency of the muon veto included in the kaon
selection varied with time due to degradation in the
IFR performance,2 the efficiencies are measured for differ-
ent data-taking periods separately, and combined subse-
quently. Efficiencies are determined separately for Kþ and
K and differences at a few percent level are observed in
the data/MC corrections for K-ID efficiency.
The corrections are obtained as a function of the mo-
mentum of the charged particle. The restricted mass range
of the kaon-ID sample restricts the momentum range of the
probed track. The data/MC correction is measured in the
½1–5 GeV=c momentum interval and extrapolated to
higher momenta through an empirical fit. Sampling of
the data/MC corrections obtained for Kþ and K is per-
formed with the KK simulation, and results in the CPID
correction shown in Fig. 6. A systematic uncertainty of
0.10% of the correction is assigned to account for the purity
of the kaon candidate sample. A systematic uncertainty of
10% is included for each track with a momentum larger
than 5 GeV=c. The latter uncertainty is negligible for
events in the  resonance region and becomes important
only for events with masses larger than 1:05 GeV=c2.
In addition to the uncorrelated K-ID inefficiency mea-
sured with the tag-and-probe method, a correlated loss of
K-ID for both tracks occurs at a rate f due to their overlap,
mainly in the DIRC. The f factor is maximum at the 
mass, where it amounts to 0:0129 0:0001 in MC, and
vanishes beyond 1:5 GeV=c2. f is measured in data at the
 resonance with a sample selected irrespective of kaon
identification, by fitting the mKK distributions of events
with zero, one, or two identified kaons, for the respective
number of  candidates. The mass dependence of f is
taken from MC. The deviation from unity of the data/MC
ratio ð1 fdataÞ=ð1 fMCÞ amounts to 7 103 at maxi-
mum overlap, and vanishes beyond 1:5 GeV=c2. Half the
deviation is conservatively added to the K-ID systematic
uncertainty.
The bias of this method is evaluated with MC, where the
number of selected events with two identified kaons, cor-
rected for efficiencies and correlated loss, is compared to
the number of events without PID applied. This consis-
tency check includes the extrapolation of the efficiency for
track momenta beyond the  phase space. Although the
mass dependence of the bias indicates that it is also related
to overlap effects, no bias larger than 103 is observed at
the  mass. The full bias is conservatively added to the
systematic error.
2. ! ‘K’ and ! ‘K’ misidentification
The ! ‘K’ and ! ‘K’ mis-ID probabilities are
determined for MC and data by applying a tag-and-probe
method analogous to that used for the K-ID efficiency
measurement. Pure  and  samples are selected
in the restricted mass ranges m 2 ½2:5–5 GeV=c2 and
m 2 ½0:6–0:9 GeV=c2, respectively, to ensure very low
contamination of the reference samples from the other two-
body ISR channels. Non-two-body ISR event backgrounds
are reduced to negligible levels by a tight 2 selection on a
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FIG. 6 (color online). The data/MC correction for K-ID efficiency as a function of mKK. The red error bars show the statistical errors
from the sampling, whereas the blue ones show the total errors (including the errors from the fit). The plots correspond to a sampling
with MC events in the tight 2 region. The figure on the right is a zoom in the  resonance region.
2This problem was remedied through IFR detector upgrades,
for data collected subsequent to the sample employed for the
present analysis [14].
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kinematic fit to the  () hypothesis. The mass
ranges chosen for the  and  reference samples corre-
spond to regions of maximal contamination to the KK
channel and cover similar angular regions of the detector.
The mis-ID probabilities are determined as a function of
the probed-track momentum p, and the data/MC mis-ID
corrections for ! ‘KK’ and ! ‘KK’ are fitted to
an empirical function of p. The corrections obtained by
sampling the above fitted corrections with MC, are shown
in Fig. 7. A systematic uncertainty of about 30% of the
! ‘KK’ correction is estimated by varying the mass
range of the reference sample. Even though the data/MC
correction is large, it applies to an absolute ! ‘KK’
mis-ID rate less than 2 per mil and hence induces a
negligible systematic uncertainty. For ! ‘KK’, the
mis-ID rate is larger (up to 1%, depending on mKK), but
the correction is much smaller, and no systematic error is
included.
D. 2 efficiency corrections
The measurement of the 2 selection efficiency pro-
ceeds as in the ðÞ cross section measurement and we
refer to Ref. [5] for the full description. The strategy is to
rely on the efficiency measured in the ðÞISR analysis
to address event losses common to the muon and kaon
channels, while the issues specific to kaons are further
investigated. Common losses arise because of misrecon-
struction of the ISR photon or tracks and due to additional
ISR or higher-order ISR processes. Losses due to addi-
tional FSR are restricted to muons as FSR is expected
to be very small for kaons, fKKFSR  fFSR  ðmmKÞ2 ¼ ð0:51
0:02Þ  103, and they are found to be simulated with
adequate accuracy (see below). Specific to kaons are inter-
actions in the detector material and decays in flight. The
latter are found to be well simulated, and the number of
decayed kaons entering the sample is small due to the PID
requirements. Event loss due to decays in flight is included
in the discussion of interactions below. Other potential
differences between the 2 selection efficiencies in the
muon and kaon channels, such as residual track misrecon-
struction effects induced by track overlap, are included in
the systematic errors.
Following the above prescription, the data/MC correc-
tion C2 for the 
2 selection efficiency in the kaon channel
is derived from the following expression:
C2ðmKKÞ ¼ C;FSR sub2 ðmKKÞ  CKK;sec int2 ðmKKÞ; (3)
where the first term on the right accounts for the data/MC
correction for muons, with the FSR contribution removed,
while the correction for kaon secondary interactions is
provided by the second term. The data/MC correction for
muons, expressed as a function of mKK in Eq. (3), is
evaluated at the m mass corresponding to the same
track momenta as mKK, with assigned mass m and mK,
respectively. In so doing, the 2 efficiency is computed for
similar kinematical configurations between kaons and
muons, especially close to threshold.
1. Effects of additional radiation
To assess the validity of the method, we compare the 2
distributions in data and MC of events with sizeable addi-
tional radiation, either ISR or FSR. The selected kaon
samples are restricted to the  mass region, and the BG
region of the two-dimensional 2 plane is excluded.
For the study of additional ISR at small angles to the
beam, we select an ‘‘ISR’’ subsample by requiring
ln ð2FSR þ 1Þ> ln ð2ISR þ 1Þ and E add ISR > 0:2 GeV.
Figure 8 shows the corresponding 2ISR distribution. The
data-MC agreement is poor for both muons and kaons
because additional ISR is generated by AFKQED in the
collinear approximation, while emission at finite angles
gives rise to a large high-2ISR tail in data. Figure 9 shows
the c.m. energy distribution of the additional ISR photon,
in the ISR subsample. Agreement between data and simu-
lation is observed up to a sharp cutoff at 2.3 GeV in MC
caused by the mKKISR > 8 GeV=c
2 requirement set at
generation. However, such a feature is also present in the
muon channel and results in a small systematic error on the
2 efficiency correction.
For the study of additional FSR and large-angle ISR, we
select an ‘‘FSR’’ subsample by requiring ln ð2FSR þ 1Þ<
ln ð2ISR þ 1Þ and E add FSR > 0:2 GeV. These events
populate the FSR intermediate 2 region defined in
Sec. II C. The distribution of the angle in the laboratory
frame between the additional photon and the closest kaon
is shown in Fig. 10. The selected ‘‘FSR’’ subsample in data
is dominated by a large-angle additional ISR signal, which
is not present in the AFKQED simulation.
The data (Fig. 10) provide some evidence for FSR
photons at angles less than 20 with respect to the nearest
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kaon, as predicted by the MC. The fitted ratio of the rates
observed in data and MC is 1:44 0:95, for an absolute
FSR rate in MC of 5 104. The PHOTOS prescription
used in MC to generate FSR is found to describe the data
accurately enough. The possible bias of ð0:18 0:38Þ 
103 on the efficiency of the tight 2 selection due to
incorrect FSR simulation is negligible. PHOTOS is also
found to accurately describe FSR in the muon channel [5].
The rates of events with large-angle additional ISR are
found to be consistent in the muon ð2:83 0:06Þ% and
kaon ð2:61 0:08Þ% data in the ‘‘FSR’’ subsamples, after
the contribution of additional FSR is subtracted from the
total rates of events. This is a cross-check of the factoriza-
tion of additional ISR in the muon and kaon processes and
justifies the assumption that the loss of 2 efficiency due to
additional ISR in the kaon channel can be estimated from
the muon data [Eq. (3)].
The data/MC ratio of efficiencies C;FSR sub
2
of the tight
2 selection for the muons is shown in Fig. 11, where
events with additional FSR are subtracted both in data
and MC. The bins in the J=c and c ð2SÞ vicinity are
removed, as the different kinematics of the narrow reso-
nance decays, present in data only, might bias the 2
efficiency ratio. A conservative systematic error of 1%
between 3 and 4 GeV=c2 and 2% beyond 4 GeV=c2 is
assigned to account for possible uncertainties in the FSR
subtraction at large masses.
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photon in the c.m. frame, in the KK ISR subsample in
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photon and the closest kaon for data after background subtrac-
tion (points) and KK MC (histogram). The plot corresponds
to the ‘‘FSR’’ sample in the ½0:95–1:1 GeV=c2 mass region.
The MC is normalized to the data luminosity. The fit for the data/
MC comparison for the amount of FSR events is also shown
(solid line).
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FIG. 8 (color online). 2ISR distribution for the kaon ISR subsample (left) and muon ISR subsample (right) in data (points) and MC
(histogram). The plots correspond to 0:95<mKK < 1:1 GeV=c
2 and m < 1 GeV=c
2, respectively, for events satisfying a loose 2
criterion. The MC is normalized to the number of events in the data.
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2. Effects of secondary interactions for kaons
Most effects of secondary interactions are included in the
tracking efficiency because of the tight requirements im-
posed on the track pointing to the interaction region. The
minor residual effect on the 2-selection efficiency is esti-
mated from simulation, and normalized to the data using
the observed rate of interacting kaons in the KK sample.
Interactions are tagged in the data and MC samples by
tracks with a transverse impact parameter in the high range
0:15< docaxy < 0:5 cm. According to the simulation, this
method identifies about 51% of the events with secondary
interactions. The sample is restricted to the intermediate 2
region to enhance the interaction rates, while keeping the
backgrounds at manageable levels. The background-
subtracted distribution (Fig. 12) of the larger docaxy of
the two kaons in the event (docamaxxy ) exhibits a striking
difference with the corresponding distribution for muons,
as expected from secondary interactions. The muon distri-
bution is assumed to describe the contribution of noninter-
acting kaon tracks, after normalization to the kaon
distribution in the region docamaxxy < 0:05 cm; the interact-
ing kaon contribution is taken as the complementary
distribution. Using the rates of interacting kaons with
0:15< docamaxxy < 0:5 cm, we find that the simulation
underestimates the level of secondary interactions by a
factor of 1:51 0:07 0:09, where the first error is sta-
tistical and the second is systematic (the systematic uncer-
tainty is derived from the shape difference of the docaxy
distributions in data and MC).
The event loss due to interactions in data is extrapolated
to the BG region using the normalization factor determined
above in the intermediate 2 region. A conservative sys-
tematic uncertainty of half the loss observed in MC in the
BG region is assigned to this extrapolation.
As a test of the contribution of interactions at large 2,
Fig. 13 shows the 2ISR distributions for data andMC events
at the  mass with 0:15< docamaxxy < 0:5 cm. The MC
normalization to the data luminosity is corrected for the
data/MC ratio of secondary interaction rates. Good agree-
ment is observed over the entire 2 range.
3. Summary of 2 efficiency corrections
Figure 14 shows the total data/MC correction C2 for the
efficiency of the tight 2 selection of the KKðÞISR data.
It includes the effects of secondary interactions with the
corresponding data/MC correction, and the correction
derived from the studies with muons. The total systematic
uncertainty on C2 is 2 103 at the  mass, slowly
increasing to 5 103 at 3 GeV=c2. Above 3 GeV=c2,
the systematic errors are dominated by the uncertainty of
the FSR subtraction.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Distribution of the larger of the two transverse distances of closest approach to the interaction point
(docamaxxy ), for muons (black points) and kaons (blue histogram on the left, blue circles on the right) for MC (left) and data (right) in the
intermediate 2 region. The þ plots are normalized to the KþK results in the region of docamaxxy < 0:05 cm.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Data/MC correction for the efficiency
of the tight 2 selection of ðÞISR events, as a function of
the KK mass computed using muon-track momenta with
assigned kaon mass. The bins in the J=c and c ð2SÞ vicinity
are removed (see text).
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IV. BACKGROUND STUDIES
Backgrounds in the KKðÞISR sample stem primarily
from other ISR events: þ, þ, KþK
,
KþK0, þ0, þ20, p p, and KSKL.
These types of events are included in the candidate sample
if a (double) mis-ID occurs or if the photons from a0 or 

decay are not reconstructed. Non-ISR q q and þðÞ
events represent other sources of background. In the latter
cases, an energetic photon from 0 decay is misidentified
as the ISR photon.
Simulated ISR samples are normalized to the luminosity
of the data, rescaled to the production cross sections mea-
sured with BABAR when available [15–18]. Backgrounds
from þ and þ events are kinematically con-
fined to the same tight two-dimensional 2 region as the
signal, and are separated from the kaon channel by PID
only (Sec. III C). The background spectra shown in Fig. 15
are deduced from MC, normalized to the data luminosity,
with mis-ID probabilities corrected for data/MC differ-
ences. Events from the !  resonance, misidentified
as ‘KK’ events, peak at mKK  1:2 GeV=c2. They repre-
sent about 20% of the data at that point and much less
everywhere else, while the ! ‘KK’ background is a
sizeable fraction of the sample only at threshold and at
large mKK. In addition, since the J=c is not included in
AFKQED, 0:42 0:18 events are subtracted to account for
the J=c ! ! ‘KK’ background, where the uncer-
tainty includes the statistical component and the mis-ID
systematic uncertainty. The subtraction is performed in the
shifted mKK range ½3:2–3:3 GeV=c2.
ISR channels with higher multiplicities populate wide
regions of the two-dimensional 2 plane. They are studied
with MC in three mass ranges. In the mKK region below
1:1 GeV=c2, the multibody ISR background is dominated
by KþK
 events, whose distribution peaks in the 
resonance region. However, this background, with many
additional photons in the final state, is efficiently removed
by the 2 selection.
The JETSET fragmentation model used to generate q q
MC events might not describe low-multiplicity final states
with the required accuracy. The normalization of the q q
MC sample is consequently performed using data.
Background from q q events is due to photons from 0
decays that are mistaken as the ISR photon candidate,
either when the two photons merge in the same EMC
cluster, or when the most energetic photon is selected. In
the latter case, the primary 0 can be reconstructed by
pairing the ISR photon candidate with an additional
detected photon. The comparison of the 0 yields in data
and MC provides the q q MC sample normalization.
The0 yields are studied in threemKK intervals: [thresh-
old–1.1], [1.1–3], and ½3–5 GeV=c2. To enhance the 0
rate significance, a 20 MeV=c2 band centered on the 
mass is removed from the first interval, and the tight 2
region is further reduced to lnð2ISRþ1Þ>1. Normalization
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FIG. 14 (color online). Total data/MC correction for the efficiency of the tight 2 selection as a function of the KK mass. The figure
on the right is a zoom of the figure on the left in the  resonance region.
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FIG. 13 (color online). 2ISR distribution of KK events in data
(points) and MC (histogram) with 0:98<mKK < 1:04 GeV=c
2
and 0:15< docamaxxy < 0:5 cm. The MC is normalized to the data
luminosity and corrected for data/MC differences in secondary
interactions.
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factors are determined for all mass ranges in the intermedi-
ate 2 region and, in the reduced-tight 2 region, for
masses above the  resonance. The normalization factor
for the tight 2 selection cannot be directly assessed
from data in the signal-dominated mass range below
1:1 GeV=c2.
While the intermediate 2 region is populated by
KþK00 events, possibly with extra particles, the
JETSET simulation indicates that KþK0 is the dominant
q q background in the tight 2 region. It amounts to 73%
and 84% of the q q background, respectively, in the two
highest mKK intervals defined above. Although the back-
ground fraction is only at the level of 103 in the  mass
region, control of the KþK0 component is important, as
it is topologically indistinguishable from the KKðÞISR
signal.
In the intermediate 2 region, dominated by the
multi-0 backgrounds, the 0 yield is extracted from the
measured ISR invariant mass distributions. In the tight
2 region, dominated by the KþK0 component, the
photon momenta are best determined by the (small 2FSR)
FSR fit, and the 0 signal is extracted from the ISR
invariant mass distribution obtained with the fitted
momenta. To verify that similar normalization factors
apply to the KþK0 and multi-0 components, the back-
grounds expected at masses larger than 1:1 GeV=c2 are
compared, whether directly estimated in the tight 2 region
or extrapolated from the intermediate 2 region. Although
the background composition varies with mass and across
the two-dimensional 2 plane, the data-MC q q normaliza-
tion factors obtained in different 2 regions are consistent
with each other to within the statistical uncertainties in all
mass intervals investigated. A conservative systematic
error is assigned.
As a test of the normalization procedure using 0 tag-
ging, we alternatively deduce the q q background normal-
ization factors from a fit of the 2ISR distributions in data in
the [1.1–3] and ½3–5 GeV=c2 mKK intervals (Fig. 16). For
this test, the and backgrounds are subtracted, as
obtained from simulation and PID studies. The signal
shape of the 2ISR distribution is taken from the almost
background-free data in the ½0:98–1:1 GeV=c2 mass
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FIG. 15. The ! ‘KK’ (left) and ! ‘KK’ (right) backgrounds corrected for data/MC differences in mis-ID, as a function of
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region. The background shape is fromMC. In contrast with
the FSR fit, for which the dominant KþK0 background
component returns a good 2FSR, the background presents a
2ISR distribution shifted to high values with respect to
signal. The fitted background contributions obtained in
the two high-mass intervals are consistent within errors
with the JETSET expectation scaled with the normalization
factors deduced from the 0 yields. This test thus validates
the normalization procedure and confirms that the remain-
ing backgrounds (e.g., a non-0 component) are within the
quoted systematic uncertainties.
The total background after the tight 2 selection is
shown in Fig. 17. The distribution does not include the
þ and þ contributions shown separately in
Fig. 15. In themKK region below 1:1 GeV=c
2, the non-ISR
background fraction is at the 103 level, with a conserva-
tive uncertainty assigned for the normalization factor.
V. UNFOLDING OF THE MASS SPECTRUM
The distribution of KKðÞISR events as a function ofﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is deduced from the background-subtracted mKK
spectrum through unfolding. Prior to unfolding, the mass
spectrum is corrected for data/MC efficiency differences
[Eq. (2)]. As the level of additional FSR is very small for
kaons, mKK differs from
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
only through resolution
spreading. Because the  resonance is narrow, accurate
unfolding is critical to obtain the true line shape.
Resolution uncertainties affect the unfolded width; how-
ever, the iterative unfolding method used in this analysis,
as described below, is mostly insensitive to a precise mass
calibration and differences between the physics (unfolded)
spectra in MC and data.
A. Mass calibration and resolution studies
Mass calibration and mass resolution tests are provided
through a study of K0S ! þ decays, from a sample of
ISR-produced  mesons decaying into K0SK
0
L. The resolu-
tion measured with data is compared to MC, while the
reconstructed K0S mass is compared to MC results and the
nominal value [19]. In the ! KþK decays, the mass
calibration and resolution are governed by the measure-
ment of the opening angle, because the  mass lies very
close to the KþK threshold. In contrast, the momentum
measurement controls the mass measurement of the
J=c !  decays, which provide a calibration of the
momentum scale. In theK0S ! þ decays, both angular
and momentum measurements contribute to the resolution,
but the momentum measurement plays a minor role as in
! KþK decays. As a result, the K0S sample is particu-
larly relevant to the understanding of the  resonance
parameters.
No significant shift is observed in data in the K0S sample
between the reconstructed mass and the nominal one [19].
After correction for the different mean values of track
momentum and opening angle in K0S and  decays, the
 mass shift is found to be consistent with zero. A con-
servative systematic uncertainty on the  mass scale of
0:052 MeV=c2 is assigned, dominated by the limited num-
ber of events in the K0S sample.
A few-percent difference is observed between mass
resolutions in the data and MC K0S samples. After correc-
tion for the mean momentum and opening angle in 
decays, this translates into a bias on the  width after
unfolding of  ¼ 0:020 0:043 MeV. As for the cali-
bration, no correction is applied. A systematic uncertainty
of 0.063 MeV is assigned to the fitted  width.
B. Unfolding procedure
This analysis follows the same iterative unfolding pro-
cedure as that used for the pion cross section analysis,
described in detail in Ref. [5].
When starting the unfolding procedure, significant dif-
ferences are observed between the reconstructed mass
spectra in data and MC, close to threshold, as well as at
large masses (Fig. 18). To minimize biases, the unfolding is
performed iteratively. The transfer matrix (Fig. 19), ini-
tially taken fromMC, is improved at each step, to bring the
shape of the reconstructed MC mass spectrum into better
agreement with the data.
The first unfolding step corrects the main resolution
effects on the data spectrum (Fig. 20). The result is com-
pared to the physics MC spectrum and used to improve the
transfer matrix through reweighting of the latter. After
reweighting, almost all systematic differences between
data and reconstructed MC are removed, and further iter-
ations do not improve the result. The effect of the second
iteration is used to estimate the systematic uncertainty, in
addition to a closure test using known distributions (close
to data) in a large set of pseudo-experiments. The overall
unfolding correction on the KKðÞ cross section at the 
peak amounts to about 15%, as seen in Fig. 20.
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FIG. 17 (color online). Total estimated background (þ
and þ backgrounds not included) with the tight 2 selec-
tion. The error bars are dominated by the correlated systematic
errors due to the normalization factors of the q q MC and the
KþK
 MC.
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VI. ACCEPTANCE CORRECTIONS
The overall acceptance "KK entering Eq. (1) is calcu-
lated using the AFKQED generator with a full simulation of
the KKðÞISR events. The overall acceptance ",
which enters the effective luminosity calculation
(Sec. VII A), is estimated in the same way for the
ðÞISR events. Both "KK and " are corrected
for differences between data and simulation. Corrections
for differences in efficiencies for detector simulation
(Sec. III) are applied prior to unfolding, independently
for each channel. This section deals with geometrical
acceptance corrections, which apply to the KKðÞISR=
ðÞISR ratio.
Given the small fraction of FSR for kaons, the additional
FSR generation with PHOTOS is found to agree with data to
an adequate precision (Sec. III D 1). The FSR prescription
is also found to be in agreement with data for the muons
[5]. In contrast, the additional ISR generation by AFKQED
leads to large discrepancies with data as studied in detail in
Sec. III D and Ref. [5]. Additional ISR issues are, however,
common to the kaon and muon channels, and corrections to
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FIG. 19 (color online). Transfer matrix for events in the tight 2 region. The plot on the right is a zoom of the left plot in the
½1–1:1 GeV=c2 mKK range.
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the geometrical acceptance cancel in the KKðÞISR=
ðÞISR ratio to first order. Second-order corrections
are induced by the different kinematic conditions in the
two channels.
Kinematic effects of the approximate NLO ISR on the
acceptance, including related effects on the ‘‘preselection
cut’’ (defined in Sec. II), are studied at the four-vector level
with large samples of events generated with AFKQED and
PHOKHARA. The ratio of acceptances in KK is compared
to the corresponding ratio in  in the same mass range.
The double-ratio correction
C1 ¼
"PhokharaKK
"AfkQedKK

gen
accþpresel

"Phokhara
"AfkQed

gen
accþpresel
(4)
is very much reduced with respect to corrections for each
channel, due to the cancellation of generator effects in the
ratio. The correction of a few per mil in the  region
increases to 1–2 percent in the ½1:5–4 GeV=c2 interval
and to 3–4 percent (with larger errors) at higher masses.
In addition, the ‘‘preselection cut’’ efficiency is affected
by secondary interactions of kaons in the detector. The
estimation of this kaon-specific contribution is studied with
full simulation. Interaction effects are inferred from the
ratio of the ‘‘preselection cut’’ efficiencies in the KK and
 full simulation, with a correction to account for the
different kinematics. The latter is taken as the ratio of
efficiencies at the generator level. The double ratio
C2 ¼
"AfkQedKK
"AfkQed

full
presel
"AfkQedKK
"AfkQed

gen
presel
(5)
is at the level of a few per mil. The contribution of
secondary interactions to the KK= acceptance
ratio is scaled in data by the measured data/MC rate of
interactions, 1:51 0:11 (Sec. III D 2).
Kinematic effects on the ISR photon efficiency
are found to induce a negligible correction to the
KK= ratio; a systematic error of 1:2 103 is
assigned to account for the different sampling of the ISR
photon efficiency map.
The overall correction
CKK= ¼ C1½1þ ð1:51 0:11ÞðC2  1Þ (6)
to be applied to the "KK=" acceptance ratio is shown
as a function of mass in Fig. 21. The full correction is found
to be considerably smaller (and better known) than the
precision on the measurement of the KK spectrum itself.
The systematic error displayed in Fig. 21 includes the
uncertainty on the ISR photon efficiency and the uncer-
tainty on the data/MC ratio of secondary interaction rates.
VII. RESULTS
A. The effective ISR luminosity
The effective ISR luminosity is obtained directly from
the analysis of ðÞISR events with the same data, with
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FIG. 20 (color online). Relative correction applied to the data spectrum at the first step of the unfolding (blue histogram), after one
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methods described in detail in Ref. [5]. The effective ISR
luminosity dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is related to the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
spectrum of
ðÞISR events by
dNðÞISR
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p ¼dL
eff
ISR
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p "ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
Þ0ðÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
Þð1þ	FSRð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
ÞÞ;
(7)
where dNðÞISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is obtained by unfolding the
observed m distribution, " is the full acceptance
for the event sample, determined using MC with correc-
tions from data, 	FSR ¼ jFSRj2=jISRj2 accounts for the
leading-order (LO) FSR contribution to the  final
state, and 0ðÞ is the bare cross section calculated with
QED for the process eþe ! þðÞ (including addi-
tional FSR). The LO FSR correction 	

FSR is evaluated
using AFKQED at the generator level. The luminosity
dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
thus defined integrates over all configurations
with up to two ISR photons where at least one photon has
E > 3 GeV and 20 <  < 160. It includes vacuum
polarization, so that the bare KþKðÞ cross section is
obtained when inserting this effective luminosity into
Eq. (1).
The effective ISR luminosity as a function of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is
determined in 50 MeV bins, which is insufficient near
narrow resonances (! and ) because of the rapid varia-
tion of the hadronic vacuum polarization term. Therefore,
in each 50 MeV bin, we take the local variation from the
product of the LO QED luminosity function [3,4] and the
VP factor, and normalize the result to the effective lumi-
nosity determined in that bin. In this way, the detailed local
features of the vacuum polarization are incorporated, while
preserving the measured effective luminosity as a function
of mass. To minimize the bin-to-bin statistical fluctuations,
the distribution in 50 MeV bins is smoothed before the VP
correction is applied, by averaging five consecutive bins
(sliding bins). The reduced local error is compensated by
the correlation between neighbouring bins. No VP correc-
tion is applied for the J=c and c ð2SÞ, as this correction
would affect the structure of the resonances themselves.
The statistical errors on the ISR effective luminosity
from the measurement of efficiencies are included in the
statistical covariance matrix, while the systematic uncer-
tainties from the different corrections are accounted for
separately. These uncertainties are 0:3 103 for trigger,
1:3 103 for tracking, 3:2 103 for -ID, including
the uncertainty on the correlated loss of -ID for both
tracks, and 1:0 103 for acceptance. The total systematic
error on the ISR luminosity amounts to 3:7 103. It is
conservatively increased in the [3–5] GeV interval (up to
1%–2%) to account for the fact that the QED test [5] is
performed only at lower masses, and for the increase of
the LO FSR correction 	FSR. In addition, a systematic
uncertainty of 2:5 103 is assigned for the VP correction
in the  region, resulting from the uncertainty on the 
parameters [19] used in the VP calculation.
B. KþKðÞ bare cross section
The KþKðÞ bare cross section 0KKðÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p Þ (including
FSR) is computed according to Eq. (1) from the unfolded
spectrum. Background subtraction and corrections for
data/MC differences in detector simulation are applied to
the mass spectrum prior to unfolding. The global accep-
tance "KK is obtained with AFKQED (Fig. 22), and
corrected by the CKK= factor defined by Eq. (6). The
effective ISR luminosity dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is obtained from
muon data as explained above.
The 0KKðÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p Þ cross section is shown in Fig. 23, from
the KþK production threshold up to 5 GeV. Files con-
taining the cross section data and their covariance matrices
are provided in the Supplemental Material [20].
The cross section spans more than six orders of magni-
tude and is dominated by the  resonance close to thresh-
old. Other structures are clearly visible at higher masses.
The contributions to the KþK final state from the decays
of the narrow J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances have been sub-
tracted for the cross section measurement and for the
determination and parametrization of the kaon form factor
(Sec. VII C). The important correlations between the J=c
[c ð2SÞ] bin and the neighboring ones, resulting from the
subtraction procedure, are taken into account in the covari-
ance matrix. The J=c and c ð2SÞ branching fractions to
KþK are considered separately in Sec. VII G.
Figure 24 shows three enlargements in the [1–2.1] GeV
energy interval. Data from previous measurements are also
shown. The BABAR measurement agrees with the previous
 (GeV)′s
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FIG. 21 (color online). The full correction to the KK=
acceptance ratio to account for data/MC differences for addi-
tional ISR and secondary interaction effects. The vertical black
error bars show the small but fully correlated errors coming from
the data/MC correction of secondary interactions. The green
error bars show the total error in each bin.
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results [21–26], but the BABAR data cover the full energy
range, and are more precise. In particular, the dip around
1.8 GeV is mapped with much increased precision.
The systematic uncertainties affecting the bare
KþKðÞ cross section are summarized in Table I. The
overall systematic uncertainty is 7:2 103 in the [1.01–
1.03] GeV mass range, but significantly larger outside the
 region. All the correlations from the various corrections
are fully propagated to the final covariance matrix of the
cross section. Each systematic error is treated as fully
correlated in all mass bins, except for the ones from the
unfolding and the vacuum-polarization correction on the
luminosity (Sec. VII A). The calibration and resolution
uncertainties also affect the final cross section. They
exhibit a rapid variation in the  region (Fig. 25) as well
as strong bin-to-bin anticorrelations (hence they have a
negligible effect on the dispersion integral entering the
a calculation). The error on the vacuum-polarization
correction—which also has important anticorrelations—
contributes to the cross section uncertainty, but does not
affect the dressed form factor and only slightly affects the
dispersion integral (Sec. VII H).
C. Charged kaon form factor
The square of the kaon form factor is defined by the ratio
of the dressed cross section without final-state interactions,
to the lowest-order cross section for pointlike spin-0
charged particles,
jFKj2ðs0Þ ¼ 3s
0
2ð0Þ3K
KKðs0Þ
CFS
; (8)
where
KKðs0Þ ¼ 0KKðÞðs0Þ

ðs0Þ
ð0Þ

2
(9)
is the dressed cross section, deduced from the bare cross
section 0KKðÞ measured above, K ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4m2K=s0
q
is the
kaon velocity, and CFS ¼ 1þ 
Kðs0Þ is the final-state
correction [27–29]. At the  mass, the 4.2% deviation
from unity of CFS is completely dominated by the
Coulomb interaction between Kþ and K. It is slowly
decreasing at higher masses. The form-factor values and
their covariance matrices are provided in the Supplemental
Material [20].
For purposes of measuring the  resonance parameters
and providing an empirical parametrization of the form
factor over the full range of the measurement, we fit the
kaon form factor with a model [30] based on a sum of
resonances. While the parametrized form factor is conven-
iently compared with the results of experiments at fixed
energy values, the fit is necessary to extract the  reso-
nance parameters in the presence of other small contribu-
tions that need to be determined. Both isospin I ¼ 0 and
I ¼ 1 resonances are considered since KK is not an eigen-
state of isospin. We express the form factor as
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FIG. 23. The measured eþe ! KþKðÞ bare cross section
(including FSR). Systematic and statistical uncertainties are
shown, i.e., the diagonal elements of the total covariance matrix.
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FKðsÞ
¼ ðaBWþa0BW0 þa00BW00 Þ=3
þðaBWþa0BW0 þa00BW00 þa000BW000 Þ=2
þða!BW!þa!0BW!0 þa!00BW!00 þa!000BW!000 Þ=6;
(10)
with the constraints
a þ a0 þ a00 ¼ 1; a þ a0 þ a00 þ a000 ¼ 1;
a! þ a!0 þ a!00 þ a!000 ¼ 1: (11)
All the ar amplitudes are assumed to be real. The reso-
nance shapes are described by Breit-Wigner expressions,
BWðs;m;Þ ¼ m
2
m2  s imðsÞ ; (12)
where the width is, in general, energy dependent. For the ,
we use the Kuhn-Santamaria model, where the dependence
is given by
ðsÞ ¼  s
m2

ðs; mÞ
ðm2; mÞ

3
; (13)
with ðs; mÞ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 4m2=sp . For the , there are separate
contributions from different decay modes (with branching
fractions B), approximated as
ðsÞ ¼ 

Bð! KþKÞ !KþKðs;m;Þ
!KþKðm2;m;Þ
þBð! K0 K0Þ !K0 K0ðs;m;Þ
!K0 K0ðm2;m;Þ
þ 1
Bð! KþKÞ Bð! K0 K0Þ

; (14)
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where !K Kðs;m;Þ is given by Eq. (13) with suitable
replacements. A fixed width is used for the-decay modes
other than KþK and K0 K0, as well as for resonances
other than  and .3
Known resonances contribute above the : isovector
ð0; 00Þ and isocalar ð!0; !00; 0Þ states. Additional reso-
nances ð000; !000; 00Þ are needed in order to fit the struc-
tures seen between 1.8 and 2.4 GeV. All the contributions
cannot be determined from the charged kaon form-factor
fit alone. A complete analysis would require the simulta-
neous fit of the charged and neutral kaon form factors,
together with the pion form factor and resonance parame-
ters extracted from inelastic channels, such as 4 and
K K. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this study.
The mass and width of states above the  are thus fixed
to the world average values [19], while the respective
amplitudes are fitted.
According to a well-known effect [31], the 2 minimi-
zation returns fitted values that are systematically shifted
with respect to the data points when the full covariance
matrix is used in the fit. This feature is due to the
correlations, which here arise from both statistical and
systematic origins, mostly from the ISR-luminosity
50 MeV sliding bins, and systematic errors. To circumvent
the problem, we fit the data with only diagonal errors to
obtain the central values of the fitted parameters. The error
on each parameter is taken as the largest error obtained
from the fit either with the full covariance matrix or with
only diagonal errors.
The 17-parameter phenomenological fit provides a fair
description of BABAR data (Fig. 26) from threshold up to
2.4 GeV (2=DoF ¼ 141:1=100). The partial 2 in the 
resonance region ([1–1.1] GeV) accounts for 54.4 units, for
52 fitted points. A more accurate comparison is given in
Fig. 27, which shows the relative difference between the
charged kaon squared form factor from the BABAR data
and the fit. While the agreement is in general very good,
some oscillations are observed at 1.25 and 1.7 GeV. They
correspond to regions where the differences between the
data and MC spectra, at the beginning of the unfolding
procedure, are relatively large (Fig. 18). While the unfold-
ing correction is almost negligible for the oscillation at
1.25 GeV, one iteration slightly enhances the oscillation at
1.7 GeV, which is thus probably a real effect.
Figure 28 shows the various contributions to the form
factor in the  mass region. The total contribution is
dominated by the  resonance with a small correction
TABLE I. Systematic uncertainties (in units of 103) on the bare cross section for eþe ! KKðFSRÞ from the determination of the
various efficiencies in different KK mass ranges (in GeV). The statistical part of the efficiency measurements are included in the total
statistical error in each mass bin. The last line gives the total systematic uncertainty on the KK cross section, including the systematic
error on the ISR luminosity from muons.
mKK range (GeV) 0.98–0.99 0.99–1 1–1.01 1.01–1.03 1.03–1.04 1.04–1.05 1.05–1.1
Trigger/filter 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8
Tracking 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.8 2.8 2.8 5.3
K-ID 10.6 8.8 5.4 4.1 6.5 12.7 12.8
Background 157.2 20.9 1.6 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.1
Acceptance 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Kinematic fit (2) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.3 3.2
ISR luminosity 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7
Unfolding 3.2 3.2 3.2    1.2 1.2 1.2
VP correction       0.4 2.5 0.5      
Sum (cross section) 157.7 23.4 8.2 7.2 8.5 14.1 14.9
mKK range (GeV) 1.1–1.2 1.2–1.3 1.3–1.5 1.5–1.7 1.7–2.3 2.3–3 3–4 4–5
Trigger/filter 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
Tracking 7.2 8.2 8.8 9.2 9.7 10.0 10.2 10.2
K-ID 13.0 16.3 26.3 33.1 41.1 51.4 52.1 54.4
Background 4.9 11.8 18.5 13.6 56.0 24.3 67.6 243.5
Acceptance 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Kinematic fit (2) 2.3 2.5 2.6 3.5 4.5 5.6 14.6 23.4
ISR luminosity 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 12.7 22.3
Unfolding 0.7 0.7 0.7               
VP correction                        
Sum (cross section) 16.4 22.3 33.7 37.3 70.4 58.1 88.1 251.8
3It has been checked that the impact of the mass dependence
for the width of ! 3 on the  mass and width extracted
from the fit is well below the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties quoted below.
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from the interference of thewith the  and! amplitudes.
Uncertainties are estimated from fit variations, by changing
the number of parameters related to the higher-mass
resonances or fixing the  and ! amplitudes to their
SU(3) values.
D.  resonance parameters
The  mass obtained from the form-factor fit is
m ¼ ð1019:51 0:02 0:05Þ MeV=c2; (15)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
the total systematic error, which is dominated by the mass-
scale uncertainty. The small uncertainty on themass due
to the fit itself (0:02 MeV=c2) is included in the quoted
uncertainty. The fitted  width is
 ¼ ð4:29 0:04 0:07Þ MeV; (16)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
accounts for the resolution uncertainty and includes the
uncertainty due to the fit (0.04 MeV). These results are in
good agreement with the world average values [19], which
are ð1019:455 0:020Þ MeV=c2 and ð4:26 0:04Þ MeV
for the  mass and width, respectively.
The amplitude a ¼ 0:9938 0:0066 is obtained from
the fit. The product of the electronic width of thewith its
branching fraction into KþK is related to the fitted
parameters through
ee Bð! KþKÞ ¼
23ðs; mKÞ
324
m2

a2CFS; (17)
where the Coulomb contribution is included in the !
KþK decay width. The product defined in Eq. (17) is
proportional to the integral of the cross section over the 
resonance peak, and is consequently independent of the
experimental resolution. The form factor can indeed be
directly expressed and fitted in terms of that product, with
the result
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ee Bð! KþKÞ ¼ ð0:6340 0:0070exp  0:0037fit
 0:0013calÞ keV; (18)
where the first uncertainty is the total uncertainty (statisti-
cal plus systematic) on the cross section, the second is due
to the fit, and the third is from the mass calibration. The
result reported in Eq. (18) is the most precise from a
single experiment. It is higher by 1.8 standard deviations
of the combined errors compared to the most recent value
extracted from CMD-2 [21] data, ð0:605 0:004
0:013Þ keV.
It is not possible with the KþK BABAR data alone to
separate ee and Bð! KþKÞ. The world average
values of these two quantities have been obtained from
measurements of the four dominant  decay modes
(KþK, KSKL, þ0, 
) by CMD2 and SND.
When including the BABAR result on the ee Bð!
KþKÞ product, one expects both ee andBð! KþKÞ
to increase, thus reducing the long-standing discrepancy
between the rates from the two K K modes, which is well
beyond the estimated isospin-breaking corrections [32].
E. Comparison to other eþe results
The measured form factor is compared to data published
by previous experiments. Figure 29 shows the relative
difference in the  mass region between the BABAR fit
and the CMD2 [21] and SND [22] data. While the uncer-
tainty of the BABAR cross section at the  is 7:2 103
(Table I), systematic normalization uncertainties of 2.2%
and 7.1% are reported by CMD2 and SND, respectively. In
addition, the BABAR result, as well as the Novosibirsk
measurements, are affected by systematic uncertainties
on mass calibration, which are not included in Fig. 29.
They amount to 0:08 MeV=c2 for both the CMD2 and
SND experiments [21], fully correlated, and to
0:05 MeV=c2 for BABAR.
Differences observed in Fig. 29 are fitted assuming
that they result from differences in the  mass calibration
and normalization of the cross section through the
quantities
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FIG. 27 (color online). Relative difference between the
charged kaon squared form factor from BABAR data and the
19-parameter phenomenological fit in three mass regions.
Systematic and statistical uncertainties are included for data
(diagonal elements of the total covariance matrices). The width
of the band shows the propagation of statistical errors in the fit
and the quoted systematic uncertainties, added quadratically.
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FIG. 28 (color online). Different contributions to the fit of the
squared BABAR charged kaon form factor (black line) in the
energy interval ½0:99–1:1 GeV. The dominant contribution
under the overwhelming  resonance is from the interference
between the 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m ¼ mðBABARÞ mðCMD2; SNDÞ;
 ¼ normðBABARÞ
normðCMD2; SNDÞ  1:
(19)
The comparison between BABAR and CMD2 yields
m ¼ ð0:093 0:008ðCMD2Þ  0:013ðBABARÞÞ MeV=c2;
 ¼ 0:051 0:003ðCMD2Þ  0:006ðBABARÞ; (20)
while the fit of the difference between BABAR and SND
yields
m ¼ ð0:065 0:026ðSNDÞ  0:013ðBABARÞÞ MeV=c2;
 ¼ 0:096 0:009ðSNDÞ  0:006ðBABARÞ; (21)
where only statistical uncertainties are included. The
observed mass differences are compatible with the
BABAR and CMD2 (SND) calibration uncertainties, but
the normalization differences are not consistent by large
factors with the quoted systematic uncertainties.
The comparisons with the SND [23], OLYA [24], DM1
[25], and DM2 [26] measurements at higher masses are
shown in Fig. 30. The systematic negative difference
between BABAR and SND persists up to about 1.15 GeV,
where a crossover occurs, while at higher masses, the SND
values are consistently larger than the ones from BABAR.
The BABAR data are in rather good agreement with data
from OLYA and DM1, while a systematic difference is
obtained when comparing to DM2.
F. A fit to the BABAR form factor
in the high-mass region
The phenomenological fit to the BABAR form factor
describes the data reasonably well up to 2.4 GeV. At higher
masses, the form factor can be compared to the QCD
prediction [33,34] for its asymptotic behavior,
FKðsÞ ¼ 16sðsÞ
f2
Kþ
s
: (22)
The result of the fit of the squared form factor between 2.5
and 5 GeVwith the function A2sðsÞ=sn is shown in Fig. 31.
A and n are left free in the fit, and the contributions of
the narrow J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances decaying to KþK
are subtracted from the mass spectrum before performing
the fit.
The fit describes the data well (2=DF ¼ 23:4=32), with
n ¼ 2:04 0:22, which is in good agreement with the
QCD prediction n ¼ 2. When extrapolated to lower
masses, the fit follows the average shape of the spectrum
down to about 1.7 GeV. However, the fitted form factor is
about a factor of 4 larger than the absolute perturbative
QCD prediction of Eq. (22). This confirms the normaliza-
tion disagreement observed with the CLEO measurements
[35,36] near the c ð2SÞ mass and above.
G. The branching fractions of J=c
and c ð2SÞ to KþK
Figure 32 (left) shows the KþK mass spectrum in data
in the J=c region using a fine binning. The distribution is
fitted with a Gaussian with free amplitude, width and
mass, over a constant term for the continuum. The fit
yields 51:4 8:2 J=c events, corresponding to an
integrated cross section of ð0:00341 0:00055stat 
0:00006resolMCsyst  0:00019systÞ nb  GeV, where the last
uncertainty is from Table I, excluding the contribution
from background (negligible for J=c ). The Gaussian
width ð6:1 1:7Þ MeV, where the quoted uncertainty is
statistical only, is compatible with the MC resolution
ð7:6 0:3Þ MeV in the same mass region. The fitted
J=c mass ð3097:2 1:4Þ MeV=c2 is consistent with the
world average [19] ð3096:916 0:011Þ MeV=c2 within
the statistical uncertainty of the fit.
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FIG. 29 (color online). Relative difference between the charged kaon squared form factor from CMD2 (left) and SND (right) data,
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As the background from misidentified J=c ! 
peaks at a higher mass, no subtraction is performed and
the integral over the J=c resonance yields the product of
the J=c leptonic width by the J=c ! KþK branching
fraction,
eeJ=c BðJ=c !KþKÞ¼
m2J=cNJ=c!KþK
62dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
"J=cC
(23)
¼ ð1:42 0:23stat  0:08systÞ eV; (24)
where dLeffISR=d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p
is the effective ISR luminosity dis-
cussed in Sec. VII A, "J=c is the full selection efficiency
at the J=c mass, and C ¼ 3:894 1011 nb MeV2 is a
conversion constant. The first, dominant uncertainty in
Eq. (24) is statistical, while the second one is systematic.
Using the precise world average value [19] for the
leptonic width, eeJ=c ¼ ð5:55 0:14Þ keV, one can
deduce the KþK branching fraction,
BðJ=c ! KþKÞ ¼ ð2:56 0:44exp  0:07eeÞ  104;
(25)
in agreement with the world average value ð2:37 0:31Þ 
104, dominated by the Mark-III result [37].
The same analysis is repeated for the weaker c ð2SÞ
signal (Fig. 33). Using the MC resolution of ð9:2
1:1Þ MeV=c2, the fit yields 10:8 4:2 c ð2SÞ events,
corresponding to an integrated cross section over the reso-
nance of ð0:000596 0:000229stat  0:000032resolMCsyst 
0:000034systÞ nb  GeV, where the last uncertainty is
taken from Table I. The fitted c ð2SÞ mass ð3684:2
4:3Þ MeV=c2 is consistent with the world average
[19], ð3686:09 0:04Þ MeV=c2, within the statistical
uncertainty.
The integral over the resonance yields the product of
the c ð2SÞ leptonic width times the c ð2SÞ ! KþK
branching fraction,
eec ð2SÞ Bðc ð2SÞ ! KþKÞ
¼ ð0:35 0:14stat  0:03systÞ eV; (26)
where the systematic error includes the uncertainty on the
MC resolution width. Using the world average [19] for
the leptonic width, eec ð2SÞ ¼ ð2:35 0:04Þ keV, one can
deduce the KþK branching fraction,
Bðc ð2SÞ ! KþKÞ
¼ ð1:50 0:59exp  0:03eeÞ  104; (27)
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in agreement with the world average value, ð0:63
0:07Þ  104.
H. The KþK contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon
The bare eþe ! KþKðÞ cross section obtained in
this analysis can be used to compute the contribution of the
KþK mode to the theoretical prediction of the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon.
The result of the dispersion integral is
aKK;LO ¼ ð22:93 0:18stat  0:22syst  0:03VPÞ  1010;
(28)
for the energy interval between the KþK production
threshold and 1.8 GeV. The first uncertainty is statistical,
the second is the experimental systematic, while the third is
from the  parameters used in the VP correction
(Sec. VII A). The precision achieved is 1.2%, with system-
atic uncertainties contributing most to the total error.
This is the most precise result for the KþK channel,
and the only one covering the full energy range of
interest. For comparison, the combination of all previous
data [38] for the same range is ð21:63 0:27stat 
0:68systÞ  1010.
While the choice of the upper integration limit is arbi-
trary, the value of 1.8 GeV is chosen as a convenient and
practical transition [39,40] between data and perturbative
QCD in the dispersion integral. The KþK contribution in
the range ½1:8–3:0 GeV from the present measurement is
only ð0:121 0:003stat  0:008systÞ  1010. The quoted
result (28) is dominated by the  region, with a con-
tribution of ð18:640:16stat0:13syst0:03VPÞ1010
from threshold to 1.06 GeV.
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FIG. 33 (color online). Left: KþK mass spectrum in data in the c ð2SÞ resonance region. Right: Distribution of the difference
between the generated and the fittedKþK mass in MC, for events with a generated mass between 3.6 and 3:8 GeV=c2. The solid lines
represent the results of fits by a Gaussian plus a constant term.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
The cross section for the process eþe ! KþKðÞ has
been measured by the BABAR experiment, from the KþK
production threshold to 5 GeV. The measurement uses the
ISR method and the effective ISR luminosity determined
with the þðÞISR events in the same data sample, as
developed for the precision measurement of the eþe !
þðÞ cross section [5].
The cross section is obtained for the first time continu-
ously over the full energy range, with an overall systematic
uncertainty of 7:2 103 in the [1.01–1.03] GeV mass
range. It spans more than six orders of magnitude and is
dominated by the  resonance close to threshold. Other
structures visible at higher masses include the contribu-
tions from the narrow J=c and c ð2SÞ resonances, which
have been studied explicitly.
A fit of the charged kaon form factor has been performed
using a sum of contributions from isoscalar and isovector
vector mesons: besides the dominant  resonance and
small  and ! contributions, several higher states are
needed to reproduce the structures observed in the mea-
sured spectrum. Precise results for the mass and width of
the  resonance have been determined, and are found to
agree with the world average values.
The results are in agreement with previous data at large
energy and confirm the large normalization disagreement
with the asymptotic QCD expectation already observed by
the CLEO experiment. In the  region, discrepancies with
CMD-2 and SND results are observed in the normalization
of the cross section. The differences exceed the uncertain-
ties quoted by either experiment.
Finally, the BABAR results are used as input to the
dispersion integral yielding the KþKðÞ vacuum-
polarization contribution at LO to the muon magnetic
anomaly. This contribution amounts to ð22:93 0:18stat 
0:22syst  0:03VPÞ  1010, dominated by the  region.
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